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EMV

Earned Media Value
EMV is Tribe Dynamics’ prescribed metric referring to
the quantifiable dollar amount assigned to publicity gained
through social word-of-mouth marketing accomplishments.
Our holistic approach assigns a specific dollar value to each
respective form of content based on the perceived value of
each to brands within the industry, as it pertains to
establishing ongoing relationships with influencers.
In an effort to ensure that we are always providing the
most insightful data and analysis to help you better
understand the latest digital trends, we’ve made
improvements to our measurement of earned media
performance.
This report includes these adjustments, with slight
variations to the value of specific forms of content. As we
continue to advance our own understanding of earned
media and learn about the industry, we will update our
analytics to reflect new knowledge and innovations.
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Top 10 Brands
$69,641,133

Anastasia Beverly Hills
$52,873,123

MAC
Urban Decay

$35,384,521

Benefit

$35,248,018

Too Faced

$34,805,804

Tarte

$31,005,307

NYX

$29,185,544

ColourPop

$29,153,253

Sigma
Make Up For Ever

$26,285,332
$25,013,939
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BLOG
MAC

$2,566,532

Benefit

$2,564,625

Urban Decay

$1,200,713

Too Faced

$722,263

NYX

$699,584

Anastasia Beverly Hills
Tarte

$524,799

Make Up For Ever
ColourPop
Sigma

$625,744

$455,469
$398,315

$228,765

YOUTUBE
MAC

$13,028,787

Sigma

$11,980,118

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$9,354,044

Urban Decay

$8,947,303

Make Up For Ever

$7,008,820

Too Faced

$6,936,851

NYX
Benefit
Tarte
ColourPop

$6,468,225
$5,965,803
$5,701,183
$5,090,164
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FACEBOOK
$6,083,625

Urban Decay
MAC

$4,381,200

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$3,759,955

ColourPop

$2,860,045

NYX

$2,750,990

Too Faced

$2,282,600

Make Up For Ever

$2,105,015

Sigma

$1,999,430

Benefit

$1,945,345

Tarte

$1,909,260

INSTAGRAM
Anastasia Beverly Hills

$55,307,140

MAC

$30,632,715

Benefit

$24,240,545

Too Faced

$24,081,270

Tarte

$22,437,265

ColourPop

$20,355,800

NYX

$18,925,665

Urban Decay
Make Up For Ever
Sigma

$18,184,840
$15,143,005
$12,023,580
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TWITTER
MAC

$1,356,200

Urban Decay

$522,300

Too Faced

$486,400

Benefit

$401,100

ColourPop

$375,400
Anastasia Beverly Hills $256,600

Tarte

$208,900
Make Up For Ever $191,100

NYX

$180,900

Sigma $36,500

PINTEREST
MAC

$907,690

Urban Decay

$445,740

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$337,650

Too Faced

$296,420

Tarte

$223,900

NYX
Benefit

$160,180
$130,600
Make Up For Ever $110,530
ColourPop $73,530

Sigma $16,940
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OVERALL TRENDING EMV
Dec 2014 Total

Dec 2015 Total
Make Up For Ever
Sigma
ColourPop
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Tarte
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MAC
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BRAND

DEC 2015

DEC 2014

Y/Y GROWTH

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$69,641,133

$26,005,962

167.79%

MAC

$52,873,123

$31,035,182

70.37%

Urban Decay

$35,384,521

$9,477,616

273.35%

Benefit

$35,248,018

$9,404,880

274.78%

Too Faced

$34,805,804

$15,983,932

117.75%

Tarte

$31,005,307

$11,759,246

163.67%

NYX

$29,185,544

$11,452,915

154.83%

ColourPop

$29,153,253

$5,833,041

399.80%

Sigma

$26,285,332

$17,136,357

53.39%

Make Up For Ever

$25,013,939

$7,087,944

252.91%
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Holiday Spirit Abounds
MAC MAKES WORLD AIDS DAY A HOLIDAY PRIORITY

I

n the midst of the
characteristically materialistic
holiday season, MAC made the
distinctly different choice to promote
awareness for World AIDS Day by
specifically encouraging its users to
buy MAC’s Viva Glam products,
whose proceeds benefit AIDS
research. The corresponding
hashtag, #maccares, generated
$156.7K EMV in December. Though
the EMV of this campaign is
relatively low, compared to the
returns of other MAC campaigns, the
brand’s investment in a humanwellness cause resonated with users
inclined to support brands that give
back during the holiday season.
To raise awareness for World
AIDS Day, MAC invited sister
influencers Nic Haste and Sam
Chapman, of Pixiwoo, and
salihughesbeauty to the brand’s
Carnaby store in London, where the
influencers met and helped shoppers
apply their Viva Glam lipstick
purchases. Pixiwoo commented that
they felt “proud to contribute to an
amazing cause,” reinforcing that
their relationship with MAC was not
superficially commercial, but tied to
real, emotional experiences. The
brand’s choice to engage influencer
voices to forward their philanthropic
initiatives infused the event with a
relatable human presence and
highlighted the meaningful
emotional element of supporting
causes like AIDS research.

Considering that World AIDS
Day is an internationally recognized
day with no ostensible reference to
western holiday traditions, MAC’s
choice to run this campaign during
the holiday craze stood out. MAC
may have been motivated by genuine
desire to bring positive change to the
world, but the choice to tout this
hashtag was also a strategic way of
distinguishing the brand from
competitors running “#hauliday”
campaigns and giveaways. With
#maccares, MAC added a personal
dimension of generosity and
philanthropy within a vertical that is
generally focused on the self.

From left: Nic Haste, Sali
Hughes, and Sam Chapman
(pixiwoos) support World AIDs
Day at MAC’s Carnaby store in
London, netting 5.1K likes.
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BENEFIT CHOOSES GIVING OVER GETTING FOR THE HOLIDAYS

T

his holiday season, Benefit
skipped the materialism and
deal-grabbing that surround holiday
beauty giveaways in favor of a
heartwarming alternative, the
#benefithauliday campaign. This
particular giveaway, which garnered
$394.4K EMV and was facilitated by
charismatic, well-liked influencers
such as Manny Mua and
PatrickStarrr, differentiated itself
from other holiday contests by
infusing its outcome with genuine
holiday spirit. #Benefithauliday’s
only barrier to entry was reposting
the influencer’s promotional image
for the giveaway itself, and Manny
Mua and PatrickStarrr collaborated
to surprise a notably deserving
winner by personally delivering a
large, pink-bow tied box of Benefit
products.
The winner of
#benefithauliday, Madeline Lord
(@mabelinelorb), had recently
received her second heart
transplant, which she bravely shared
about in the caption of her
Instagram repost of Manny Mua and
PatrickStarrr’s promotional contest
photo. Rather than select a winner
based on her follower count or
engagement history, the influencer
pair chose an individual whose
indomitable spirit and story were
inspiring and worth retelling to a
broader community. Manny Mua
deemed Lord his “holiday
inspiration,” praising the young
woman for her strength and
inspiration. Followers were further
swept into Manny Mua and
PatrickStarrr’s Christmas journey
when the influencers posted photos

and videos of the duo singing and
dancing to Christmas tunes, getting
ready to regale Lord with her
giveaway surprise. With a tasteful,
heartwarming approach, the
influencers transformed what could
have remained a conventional
winning-entry reveal into an
engaging, anticipation-heavy social
media story. Through
#benefithauliday, Benefit
emphasized that influencers can
execute an initiative much more
effectively than when brands work
alone: a “personal” campaign needs
a relatable person (or two) to give it
life and authenticity.

#Benefithauliday winner
mabelinelorb’s repost of
PatrickStarrr (left) and Manny
Mua’s campaign Instagram
earned 285 likes.
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Collaborations Build Communities
COLOURPOP STRENGTHENS SQUAD WITH FRIENDS NEW AND OLD

C

Itsmyrayeraye reposts this
photo of cydbee, a fellow
influencer, wearing the lip
shade “Stingraye”: “Can we
have a moment of silence for
her beauty?” The repost earned
35.2K likes.

olourPop finished the year
with two superlative examples
of the brand’s collaborative model
for influencer marketing. Though we
have already commended the brand
in past reports on its commitment to
innovative, low barrier-to-entry
collaborations, the brand is making
further strides by integrating its
influencer collaboration process into
a larger community-building
structure.
For the release of influencer
itsmyrayeraye’s liquid lipstick and
lip pencil collaboration, ColourPop
threw a party that brought together a
squad of influencers who showed
their support by wearing
itsmyrayeraye’s liquid lipstick shade,
“Stingraye.” In December, these
influencers continued to feature the
color in various videos and
Instagrams, shouting out “their girl”
and congratulating her on the
product. Similar to the audience
growth that KathleenLights
experienced as a result of her
eyeshadow collaboration with
ColourPop, itsmyrayeraye's
followership grew significantly
following her collaboration with the
brand. Beloved among the beauty
community, itsmyrayeraye received
a shout-out from blogger phenom
Jaclyn Hill (2.8M YouTube
subscribers) -- “Congratulations girl,
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it is beautiful” -- a similar call-out to
Jaclyn’s earlier endorsement of
KathleenLights’ ColourPop
collaboration. Itsmyrayeraye also
used her position as an up-andcoming influencer to spotlight fellow
mid-tier influencers and followers
who used her product. Though
“Stingraye” launched in the last
week of November, mentions of
“Stingraye” drove $2.2M EMV in
December, with the influencer
herself contributing a total of $1.2M
EMV for the ColourPop brand in
general.
KathleenLights, ColourPop’s
most consistent collaborator and
longtime friend, also released a new
eyeshadow quad collaboration,
“Where the Night Is,” in the last
week of December. Though the bulk
of the content around the launch was
created in January, the hashtag
#wherethenightis drove $606.1K
EMV in December, and her lipstick
for the same collection, “Aquarius,”
drove $951.5K. KathleenLights
herself drove $2.0M EMV for the
brand in December. Though many of
the influencer’s top posts focused on
her own releases, KathleenLights’
second-highest earning video
highlighted itsmyrayeraye’s
“Stingraye,” in which she expressed
how pretty she thought the lip color,
as well as itsmyrayeraye herself,
were. Itsmyrayeraye posted her own
Instagram celebrating
KathleenLights’ new lip color,
“Aquarius,” in return.
Throughout December,
ColourPop’s new collaborations
dominated influencer conversations,
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strengthening the brand’s core
community. The brand also avoided
making concurrent collaborations
feel competitive by treating each
influencer as an invaluable and
irreplaceable member of its family.
ColourPop personalized the
experience for each influencer,
throwing a party for itsmyrayeraye
to welcome her into the “squad,” and
sending personalized flowers to
KathleenLights as a gesture of
ongoing love and support from an
old friend.

Itsmyrayeraye wears fellow
collaborator KathleenLights’
Lippie Stix in “Aquarius,”
garnering 39.5K likes.

